DO GOOD, FEEL GOOD!

Advanced II 2020 - ONLINE

ECOINTENTION III
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Gain more self-confidence and improve the energy of
an organization or nature reserve.

New topics:
• ECOintention ethics code
• Balancing at the concept level
• Connect with spiritual guides
• Mudras and intuition in your fingers
• The energy of the organism of Europe
• The principles of energetic guardianship
• Make an energetic project scan together
• Learn coaching and interview techniques
• Apply the golden ratio in space and time
• Balance your project with your own crop circle
• Interpretation of the energetic scan of a project
• Numerology and the deeper meaning of numbers
• Harmonize dor and oranur with an orgone beamer

More information and registration:
www.ecointention.com
Center for ECOintention
Oppauerstraße 10
D-45772 Marl
0031-641840555 or 0049-17672731245
info@ecointention.com
Center for ECOintention

Mind Moves Matter

ECOintention III ONLINE

Work at a higher energy level and learn to coach
using the principles of energetic guardianship and
to balance a guardian’s organization or nature
reserve.
More confidence and insight
This year you work on someone else’s project. Your
guardian achieves his/her goals while you do the
balancing, gain greater understanding, and learn
to communicate the process. Everything will run
better. You gain more confidence in yourself, your
intuition, and ECOintention. Energy works!
Learn to coach the guardian
During project visits you do energetic readings at
control points and coach the guardian according
to the principles of energetic guardianship. Does
he/she have an awareness of the whole, a sense
of what is going on, and good affirmations?
Guest teachers introduce interview and coaching
techniques.

Balance someone else’s project
Your project can be any organization or nature
reserve as long as it has a map. You have two
projects—one you do alone and another you
balance with a fellow student. Before beginning,
instructors make an energy scan with you to
determine whether your projects can be balanced.
Are the goals achievable? In how much time?

Energy with a higher vibration
Your personal development is central because you
are working at a higher energy level this year. This
involves collaboration with spiritual guides and
learning how to control your energy with mudras
(finger positions). Other topics include numerology
and the healing energy of crop circles.

Collaborate with a fellow student
Use one another’s talents and gain confidence
by testing and balancing together. “One plus one
equals three” applies here. Test remotely with Zoom
or Skype, taking turns in balancing.

Course management and feedback
Your instructors are Hans Andeweg and
guest teachers. Just like in Year 2, you
will be coached in balancing by Rijk Bols
and an ECOintention Practitioner. Every
twelve days you test the energy of your
project.

Coaching and management fees
Your coaching is more intensive because you work
at a higher energy level in projects of others. To
keep course costs down and involve the guardian
in your balancing, guardians asked to pay €595
(ex. VAT) for the year. This is €49,90 (ex. VAT) per
month.
Receive the ECOintention Advanced II diploma
The course concludes with submission of a report
and a short Zoom presentation to your group,
the guardians, and other ECOintention students.
After passing a theory and dowsing test, you are
awarded an ECOintention Advanced II diploma.

What?
The course runs from January to November 2020
and consists of 12 Zoom modules and a four-day
Intensive where you meet your coach and learn
essential balancing skills. The design of the modules
is comparable to ECOintention II modules.
Where and when?
•	Project energy scans with Zoom are done January
28-30, 2020. You attend one of the modules in
which we make an energy scan of your third-year
projects with you and other students of your group.
• Group modules with Zoom are 4:00-7:30 pm CET
on the following Tuesdays: Jan 21, Feb 18, March 10,
April 14, June 9, June 30, Sept 8, Oct 6, and Nov 10,
2020.
•	The four-day ECOintention III Intensive in
Mennorode, Elspeet (NL) is from May 15-18, 2020.
• Zoom project presentations are shared on Tuesday,
December 8 and Wednesday, December 9, 2020.
Costs
ECOintention III: €2,499, which includes course
material, lunch during the four-day Intensive, and
€90 a month for 12 months for your personal project
coaching.
Participation
The minimum number of participants is 12. You are
eligible to participate if you have taken the course
ECOintention II and completed three blocks of
intuitive development training or something similar
(this can be completed in 2020).
Note: In 2020 Center for ECOintention offers a
Zoom course with Linda Keen to enable international
students to learn intuitive development.
This course is the third year of the fouryear vocational training to become an
ECOintention Practitioner. The training is
recognized by the Dutch government.

REGISTER AT ECOINTENTION.COM

Experiences of
ECOintention III students
“I always joined the course with pleasure and
always was very satisfied at the end of the day.”
“It was particularly interesting to balance and
coach a project of someone else. An exercise in
letting go. “
“It is very instructive to balance a project
together. It also gave me more confidence. “
“The advantage of balancing together is that
you can use the talents of the other person.”
“I experienced this course as an opening to
a certain lifestyle and vision in which I got to
know myself better in dealing with energies and
feelings towards others.”
“For me, ECOintention is making visible what is
invisible to many. ECOintention teaches you a
greater awareness of what is.”
“It has been a fantastic and special
year again! I gained a lot of experience
and learned a lot. “
“ECOintention III was another great experience!”

